THE

WINNERS’Circle
Eighty Years and Counting for
Thomas Business Center, Indiana Dealership
In Muncie, Indiana, Kent Thomas and his team at Thomas Business Center are getting
ready to light the candles as their dealership celebrates its 80th year of service to the
local business community.
Thomas Business Center was founded by Kent’s grandfather, C. F. Thomas, and Kent
himself got started in the business as a boy, sweeping the floors and helping with deliveries. He went full-time in 1977 and became president in 1995.
While the business started out as an office machines house, its current mix is primarily
supplies (75%) and office furniture and Kent gives plenty of credit to his dealer group,
TriMega, and first call wholesaler S.P. Richards for keeping them healthy and prosperous.

Michele Fraga of Tejas Office Products, Houston Dealer, Chairs Local
Fundraiser in Support of Adults with Developmental Disabilities

Good News
from Last
Month’s
Trade Shows
Last month was show time with a
vengeance, with is.group hosting its
annual convention in Denver at the
beginning of June, Chicago drawing the
office furniture crowds for Neocon a week
or so later and S.P. Richards closing out
the month in Miami with its 2010
Advantage Business Conference.
Unfortunately, most of the dealers we
talked to at these events were reporting
business pretty much as it has been over
the past couple of years. “Flat is the new
awesome,” one dealer told me ruefully
and he seemed to be speaking for most
of his comrades on both the furniture and
supplies side of the industry.
But if business overall seems to be
stubbornly bouncing along the bottom or
close to it, there were still plenty of
positives to take away from each of these
events.

Michele Fraga (center) with her parents Irene and Lupe Fraga at the “Have a Heart” Luncheon. (Photo credit:
www.monkey-tree.com).

When it comes to turning folks out in force in support of a worthy cause, nobody does
it better than today’s independents. Case in point: Michele Fraga of Houston-based Tejas
Office Products, who recently chaired the city’s annual “Have a Heart Luncheon.”
Some 300 people attended the event, which raised $70,000 for Educational Programs
Inspiring Communities, Inc. (EPIC), a non-profit that provides support for adults with developmental disabilities.
Things may still be pretty flat in the economy overall, but that’s certainly not going to
stand in the way of Tejas and other independents like them when it comes to helping
people in need. Way to go!
continued on page 4
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Sales and profit dollars may be harder to
come by than they’ve been in a long time,
but we found an abundance of innovation
and positive thinking at each meeting—
from the show organizers, from industry
manufacturers and other exhibitors, and
most importantly of all, from the dealers
in attendance.
The overall message: “Nobody’s having
as much fun as they’d like right now, but
we’re doing what we need to do to get
through it all until our customers start
hiring again and when they do, we’ll be
good and ready to make the most of it.”
That may not be enough to get everyone
out dancing in the streets—though
certainly there were those who gave it
their best shot last month, particularly in
Miami. But it’s an attitude that bodes well
for the future, even if that future may still
be a good few months in the making.
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Winner’s Circle CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
Koch Brothers, Iowa Dealer, Hosts Consumer Show

probably didn’t really know a whole lot about each other before.”

It was another successful turn out this year for Des Moines-based
Koch Brothers and their 2010 Business Fair. Over 350 customers
and prospects came out to see the latest in office products, furniture, business machines and printing at an event that featured
20+ vendors and two free seminars—Ergonomic Solutions from
Humanscale and Managed Print Services from the dealership’s
own business machines division.

With summer coming in California’s San Joaquin Valley, it’s not
really walking weather right now, but once the fall kicks in, the
Walking Challenge will be back.

The event has been held the last three years at the Des Moines
Scottish Rite Consistory in the Grand Ballroom. The building was
dedicated in 1927 and is on the National Register of Historic Places.
“We are always searching for ways to bring new information, product and services to our customers and have had wonderful success with our business fair and free seminars,” commented Cindy
Curtis, business fair coordinator. “Our annual product show gives
us a chance to show the best in new products and new technology and we have been thrilled with our responses over the last
few years.”

Stinson’s, California Dealer, Hits the Road with New
Program to Keep Employees Healthy

As Ben’s staff told customers in their regular e-newsletter, “Ben's
wallet feels a little bit lighter, but so do our feet and we're still walking! What a way to kick off summer!”
If you’ve got an innovative employee wellness program that’s
doing good things for your dealership, we’d love to hear about it.
Just drop an email to simon@idealercentral.com and we’ll take it
from there.

Increased Focus Brings Increased Sales and New
Growth Opportunities for Holley Office Products,
Kentucky Dealership
If you’ve ever doubted the value of focus for a business of any
kind, just spend a few minutes with Victor Waldrop of Holley Office
Products in Benton, Kentucky.
When Victor bought the dealership about three years ago, he
found himself at the helm of a company with very little focus of
any kind.
Despite its name, office products represented less than a third of
total volume, with the rest coming from a heady combination of
cell phones, electronics and accessories, a dish satellite TV business and more. There was even a Radio Shack franchise in the
mix back then, he recalls.
Fast forward three short years and a very different operation is in
place. The Radio Shack franchise is gone and office products
today represents closer to 80% of sales and growing quite dramatically—up 80% last year and on target for another 30% increase this year.

Ask most independents what they see as their most valuable resource and chances are, they’ll tell you it’s their people. At Stinson
Stationers in Bakersfield, California, owner Ben Stinson is one
dealer who certainly feels that way and he’s got the check stubs
to prove it!
Starting in March and running through the middle of May, Ben put
in place an innovative employee wellness program by which he
gave his administrative and sales staff $2 for every mile they
walked on breaks and during lunch.
The Stinson’s team took up the challenge with a vengeance, as
22 participating associates racked up a grand total of 800 miles.
We’ll let you do the math but, Ben says, it was worth every penny
and then some!
“Folks really responded and it not only helped them feel better
but also improved morale,” he reports happily. “We’ve always had
a good sense of camaraderie here but the walking challenge gave
it a nice boost and brought together some of our people who
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“We really haven’t been doing anything other than focusing on our
office supplies business far more than we used to,” says Victor.
“We’re out there every day, beating the bushes and looking for
opportunities and it’s really paid off.” Also posting some nice
growth, says Victor, is Holley’s office furniture business and for
similar reasons.
That’s not to say that Victor and his team are turning their backs
entirely on the idea of a diverse, one-stop shop type of product
mix, but these days they’re managing it in a far more disciplined—
and profitable—way.
While office supplies and furniture account for the lion’s share of
the business, Holley is also finding growth opportunities in computers and computer supplies, copiers and business graphics and
signage, Victor reports.
“We’re still learning about this business but things are certainly
moving in the right direction with plenty of opportunities to keep
the momentum going,” he adds. Hat’s off to another hard-working
entrepreneur who’s proving once again that there’s still plenty of
room for smart independents in the office products space.
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SECRETS OF

SUCCESS
We’re Family and We’re Fun
SunDANCE Office Supply, Broken Arrow, OK

by Jim Rapp
When John and Dyan Condry bought a small,
struggling office products business in Tulsa
in 1989, it just happened to be the same year
that Office Depot came to town.
“Our friends thought we were crazy, and after
looking at the intense competition we were
up against, we began to wonder ourselves if
they might not have a point,” Dyan admits.
The Condrys had moved to Tulsa from Texas,
when John was transferred there to manage
a department store. They had always wanted
to have their own business and while they
both had lots of retail experience, they soon
found that selling office products was quite a
different proposition.
“We had a lot to learn,” recalls Dyan. “It was
touch and go for several years, but we stayed
with it and are glad we did.”
Today, SunDANCE is successful and growing, despite an economic downturn in their
market that has been quite severe.

Feel the Love Service
Take a look at the SunDANCE web site and
you’ll see a marketing approach that is quite
different from any other dealer, independent
or chain.
Dyan describes it this way: “Everyone talks
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about next day delivery, the best service, the
lowest prices, the largest selection, etc. We
want to set ourselves apart from our competitors, so we talk about how much fun it is
to buy from us, that you feel like you’re
among friends, that you will be paired with a
highly experienced SunDANCE Partner, who
will look after your every need.”
The dealership’s “Feel the Love” service approach is also a key element of its new business development efforts. SunDANCE has
been working with the SalesTactix organization for several years, and they help identify
leads and set up appointments for SunDANCE reps. Follow-up calls are successful
at a 50% plus rate, Dyan reports.
Two days before they make the prospecting
call, a box is delivered, containing a SunDANCE coffee mug, candy, assorted supplies, etc., and when the first order is
delivered, the customer receives a box of
fresh-baked Otis Spunkmeyer cookies.
“When we say, ‘Try SunDANCE Office Supply
and you will feel the love, it is not just a slogan,’” Dyan Condry states. “Every one of our
people lives it every day. That’s why we seldom lose a customer.”
Customers also hear regularly from Murphy,
the dealership’s beautiful golden retriever office dog who is an expert on new products
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and going green and a valuable source of information on contest opportunities and new
services like furniture design, wall art items
and custom design chair mats.
The Condrys and their people are also very
active in their community, with a long list of
worthy causes they support that includes
Meals on Wheels and Clare House, an endof-life care facility that has received national
attention.
Looking to the future, Dyan says that they
plan a slow and study growth as the economy recovers, and are looking forward to one
of their children joining the business next
year after finishing college.

n SunDANCE Office Supply
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma
n John and Dyan Condry
Co-Presidents
n Supplies, Furniture
n Acquired Business: 1989
n Sales: $4 Million
n Employees: 16
n Partner: S.P. Richards
n Online Sales: 55%
n Web: www.sundanceoffice.com
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SE Florida Better Business Bureau
Revokes Office Depot Membership;
Fla. Attorney General Announces $4.5
Million Settlement

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

The fallout from the ongoing wave of official auditors’ reports and
other investigations alleging overcharges and other irregularities
by Office Depot on various state and local government contracts
continued last month, as the Better Business Bureau of Southeast
Florida and the Caribbean revoked Office Depot’s membership in
the organization.

including Florida government agencies.

The BBB said its board of directors voted to revoke Office Depot’s
membership due to “recent government action involving the business’s customer relations, which indicates a significant failure of the
business to meet standards of conduct expected of a BBB member.”

In addition to the refunds, Office Depot will reimburse the attorney
general’s office for its investigative costs and for costs associated
with ongoing and future enforcement actions. Office Depot also
agreed to comply fully with the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade
Practices Act.

Specifically, the BBB cited the announcement last month from
Florida attorney general Bill McCollum that his office has negotiated a settlement with Office Depot regarding allegations that the
company overcharged governmental agencies and non-profit organizations for office supplies in violation of the Florida Deceptive
and Unfair Practices Act.
Under the settlement, McCollum said Office Depot will pay approximately $4.5 million in refunds to eligible Florida customers,

According to an investigation by the attorney general’s Economic
Crimes Division, Office Depot allegedly switched certain local governmental agencies and private non-profit organizations in Florida
from one pricing plan to another without their full understanding or
knowledge, potentially resulting in higher prices for those customers.

The Florida attorney general is just the latest in a growing list of
state and local government officials who have found problems with
how Office Depot performs relative to its office supplies contracts.
Similar settlements have been reached in California, Georgia, Missouri and elsewhere and numerous other investigations are ongoing. For more information, visit www.idealercentral.com/id_watch.

Change, Strategies and Investigations Highlight 2010 S.P. Richards ABC in Miami

“You can do anything but you can’t do everything,” SPR chairman and CEO Wayne
Beacham told dealers and he urged them to “chase a lot of opportunities but make
sure they’re the right ones.”

Happy winners from the first North American Office Products Awards dinner were
recognized for new product innovation at a special event during the ABC show.
Photo: Joe Kells, DMG Photography, courtesy of OPI Magazine.

It was show time last month and in a big way, as S.P. Richards
and over 4,000 of their very best friends and business partners
met up in Miami for the 2010 Advantage Business Conference
(ABC).

The theme for this year’s event was CSi, but fortunately for all concerned, there were no mystery corpses on the show floor or in the
meeting rooms in need of DNA analysis or other hi-tech forensics.
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At is.group, we help
dealers grow their
ofﬁce products market
share through our
innovative value-added
programs and services.
Competitive, low cost of goods with
one-of-a-kind distribution program through
United Stationers.
Sales opportunities through our no-cost
National Accounts Program, GSA & BPA
Programs and Mid-Market Furniture Program.
Innovative Marketing tools that support the
items dealers sell most.
World-class eCommerce solutions to meet the
increasing number of customers
ordering online.
Collaboration with key industry partners for
the betterment and success of the
independent dealer community.

is.group offers complete solutions to keep
you competitive and profitable. If you want
to increase your slice of the office products
market share pie, contact an is.group
Membership Development Representative.

Tom Ashburn, ashburn@isgroup.org, 317-579-1117
Bob Nimmo, nimmo@isgroup.org, 706-490-9290

www.isgroup.org

Industry News CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
Instead, the CSi acronym focused on a number of key issues
closer to home. Dominating the proceedings in many ways was a
key C-word: Change.
“It’s critical for all of us to have a strategic bias for change,” SPR’s
senior VP of marketing Jim O’Brien told dealers, and he urged them
to embrace change and work together with their business partners
to create new solutions to shared industry problems and concerns.
Continuing the CSi theme, SPR chairman and CEO Wayne
Beacham challenged dealers in Miami to focus on the critical Sword of Strategy.
“Without a clear business strategy, it’s impossible for any organization to reach its full potential,” he contended. “You can do anything but you can’t do everything,” Wayne warned, and he urged
dealers to “chase a lot of opportunities but make sure they’re the
right ones.”
For SPR president and COO Rick Toppin, the “i” element in the
CSi theme evoked innovation, imagination and inspiration, but
above all investigation and an opportunity for attendees to seek
out opportunities to grow sales and profits and find new ways to
make their businesses stronger.
If the action on the show floor and at the workshops offered any indication, dealers in Miami took the CSi theme to heart and then some.
It may not have been listed as one of the “S” words in the preshow publicity, but for many exhibitors, their key word was
“slammed,” as traffic started out strong and other than a brief
downward shift at lunch time, stayed that way pretty much all day.
Adding to the excitement was a particularly strong line up of guest
speakers, with an entertaining but action-oriented message from
“professional pit bull” Larry Winget to “shut up, quit whining and
get a life” and a thought-provoking presentation by behavioral
economist Dan Ariely on how and why apparently rational people
make what are essentially irrational decisions.
This year’s ABC also put industry innovation front and center, as
S.P. Richards and OPI magazine co-sponsored a special new
products awards program that premiered at the show.
Over 250 entries were received in seven different product categories, with winners selected by a panel of over 30 industry
judges. Winners were:
n Best Product—Core Office Products: Pilot Pen for the
FriXion Light Erasable Highlighter
n Best Product—Cleaning & Breakroom: Dixie Consumer
Products for the SmartStock Cutlery Dispensing System
n Best Product—Technology Products: DYMO for the DYMO
Desktop Mailing Solution
n Best Product—Furniture: Mayline Group for Valoré Seating
n Environmentally Friendly Product of the Year: Baumgartens
for Conserve Planet-Friendly Cleaning Tabs
n Product Innovation of the Year—New Product: INTEK
America for the Boxis AutoShred
n Product Innovation of the Year—Product Development:
ACCO Brands for the Quartet Kapture Digital Flipchart
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In addition, ACCO Brands earned Overall Product of the Year
honors for the Quartet Kapture Digital Flipchart.
Next year’s show will be June 26-30 at the Mandalay Bay hotel
and casino in Las Vegas.

TriMega Launches Point Nationwide, New National
Accounts Program, at ABC
Also in Miami, the TriMega
dealer group formally announced the launch of its
new national accounts selling organization, Point Nationwide, a venture it said
will allow U.S. independent dealers, enrolled TriMega members,
to go head-to-head with Staples, Office Max and Office Depot for
national account business.
TriMega representatives told dealers at the rollout meeting that
Point Nationwide’s brand, suite of prospecting and marketing
tools and its sales and support team will help them take market
share in the estimated $7 billion national account arena.
S.P. Richards is serving as the exclusive wholesale distribution
partner for the program, while TriMega partnered with BMI to develop the software for Point Nationwide which includes complete
system integration with ECI.
Customer service will be provided by the Association for the Blind
and Visually Impaired (ABVI/Goodwill) in what TriMega described
as “a unique arrangement that is both worthy and appealing to
decision makers in large corporations that are becoming more socially aware.”
“Point Nationwide is all about saying ‘yes’ where the big 3 say
‘no’,” said TriMega’s VP of marketing Michael Morris. “Market differentiators like our approach to customer service and our approach to intelligent and tailored e-marketing will make a
difference in the marketplace.”

Office Products Women in Leadership at the ABC

OPWIL co-founders Kathy Hoyle (left) and Krista Moore at the group’s booth in Miami.

Also among the special events during the S.P. Richards ABC show
in Miami was a breakout session offered by the Office Products
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Women in Leadership Group (OPWIL), an organization founded
about a year ago by Krista Moore of K Coaching and Kathy Hoyle
of Hoyle Office Solutions to create networking opportunities and
education for women who hold leadership roles in the office products industry.
The group includes women within related associations, dealers
wholesalers, and manufacturers that support this community.
The group has enjoyed widespread support throughout the industry.
The marketing team at at United Stationers helped develop a brand
platform for OPWIL, while SP Richards gave support to the group
by providing both a booth at the show and the breakout session.
Approximately 25 women attended the meet and greet and were
treated to a presentation about Integrating Social Media into their marketing strategies delivered by Wendy Pike of Feller Business Solutions.
“We were very excited to have the opportunity at the ABC Show
to build awareness for the group, engage industry leaders and
grow membership,” commented Wendy. “If you're an executive
women in the OP Industry-we invite you to join us.” Apply here.

United Stationers Rolls Out New Marketing
Programs, Creates Dedicated E-Commerce Group
United Stationers last month announced its “2011 Marketing
Power” program, which it said is designed to help independent
resellers compete more effectively and deliver a comprehensive
marketing roadmap that focuses on retention, growth and acquisition strategies.
The program presents these strategies in seven how-to guidebooks
that lead resellers step-by-step from marketing plan conception to
final application.
“United Stationers’ 2011 Marketing Power program includes more
tools and best practices to help resellers succeed in this challenging economy,” said Laura Gale, vice president of marketing. “Not
only does the program expand on traditional marketing concepts,
but it also offers advice on new technologies, such as how resellers can integrate social media components into their marketing
plan to achieve even greater success.”
United also last month announced two other significant initiatives.
Its Aligned Marketing Program (AMP), the wholesaler said, is designed to generate consumer demand through a more efficient
and focused approach to marketing for independent resellers and
suppliers based on a targeted set of demand-generating vehicles,
continued on page 12
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combined with new small and mediumbusiness (SMB) consumer insights.
The program collects and analyzes pointof-sale (POS) information to help drive iterative marketing campaigns and enhance
market segmentation efforts.
“When you think about the ‘filters’ that traditional industry marketing messages
travel through to reach the end-consumer,
you see how the message can be diluted
as it moves along the supply chain,” said
Gale. “AMP creates marketing compliance
that removes these filters in order to maximize results. AMP relies on the best practices already found within United’s
marketing programs, as well as borrowing
from best practices in other industries, to
create a new set of demand-generating
tools for our customers.”
Also last month, United announced the
creation of a dedicated e-commerce group
to serve resellers’ growing e-commerce
needs. United said the new group is re-
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sponsible for supporting resellers’ chosen
technology platforms and ensuring
United’s technology and services can be
seamlessly integrated into these platforms.
The new group will also be responsible for
deploying United Stationers’ product content via a variety of initiatives, including
United Smart Search, biggestbook.com
and other reseller sites.
“United Stationers’ e-commerce group is
a natural extension of our e-business strategy,” said Mark Hammerschick, vice president, e-commerce. “The group will be
integral in continuing to develop new ebusiness capabilities that differentiate our
resellers and help them compete successfully.” Other group members include:
n Brian Leo, director of Marketing
Technology, continues to lead a team
responsible for deployment of United
Stationers content via various
initiatives, as well as maintaining
business relationships with industry
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technology providers in support of
resellers’ needs.
n Analorena Melendez will act as
director of web merchandising.
Melendez manages website
merchandising efforts for the
e-commerce team and works closely
with the merchandising organization.
n Laine Powers will serve as director of
commercial web services. Powers
develops standards and system
requirements for how e-commerce
integrates and operates with United’s
internal systems and processes.

Business Solutions Association
Launches New Div. for
Manufacturing, Distribution and
Operations, Announces 2010
Scholarship Awards
The Business Solutions Association (BSA)
has established a new division to focus on
continued on page 14
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OP Revelation

™

BEAT THE POWER CHANNEL
“The new system has become a great asset. Because
of the e-commerce site we are able to easily attract
new customers and we have been able to increase the
volume of orders as well as the number of lines on each
order from our customers. The warehouse has improved
due to the new picking and manifest systems which has
resulted in a reduction in warehouse staff. Finally, our
cash ﬂow improved because of how easily and efﬁciently
we can invoice our customers”.
Vic Diaso - President
World Class Business Products
“Since converting to BMI OP Revelation, we never
hear the main customer objection that our website is
substandard. That objection has gone away and we
can pursue new customers with conﬁdence about our
e-commerce capabilities. BMI OP Revelation delivers
accurate and highly relevant search results with
extraordinary product presentation and content.”
Bernie Garvey - President
Garvey’s Ofﬁce Products

“On October 1st, 2008 we went live with BMI OP
Revelation e-commerce storefront and back end
software. I truly feel we had a great conversion. BMI was
very accommodating in addressing issues with the web
and making it user friendly. The difference between our
prior software vendor and BMI is that they care about
your issues and problems and want to ﬁx them. This is
really a state of the art system & every day I learn more
things that make me happy that we chose this product”.
Norma Anthony - COO
BF Molz

SOFTWARE FOR
The Independent Ofﬁce Product Dealer
OP RevelationTM from BMI is a complete software solution designed to
put “Power Channel” technology into the hands of Independent ofﬁce
product dealers and will effectively manage e-commerce, customer service,
procurement, wholesaler supply chains, inventory, warehousing, delivery
logistics, accounting, ﬁnancial reporting and operational analysis.

•

Unmatched Ease of Use, Functionality & Access to Data

•

Rapid ROI Through Improved Efﬁciency, Customer Service
& Margin Management

•

Advanced E-Commerce Search Engine with Enhanced
Wholesaler Content

CALL NOW!888.580.8382

BEAT THE POWER CHANNEL
Runs on Microsoft Dynamics NAV®

14 Penn Plaza, Suite 1105 New York, NY 10122

www.bmiusa.com
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issues related to office products manufacturing, distribution and operations (MDO).

attending California Polytechnic
State University.

The new division is intended to help members increase operational efficiency and
productivity within their companies and the
industry through education and information exchange and also identify legislation
and regulations that are directly related to
companies’ operations and determine the
impact on BSA members.

n $1000 Scholarships: Kyle Dazey,
sponsored by S.P. Richards Company,
(Horizon USA), attending University of
Nevada at Reno; Eleanor Hinson,
sponsored by Esselte Corporation,
attending University of Missouri at
Columbia, and Cristina Murphy,
sponsored by United Stationers Supply
Company, Inc., attending Georgia
Perimeter College.

Separately, BSA announced the winners of its
2010 scholarship awards. The winners are:
n $2,000 Scholarship in honor of
Toshiyuki Horie, Pentel of America—
Alexander Schmidt, sponsored by
MeadWestvaco, attending either
Clemson University or Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute.
n $1,500 Scholarship in honor of David
Anderson, Richards Pen Shop—
Kathryn Whittaker, sponsored by
Professional Sales Associates,

n $500 Scholarships: Christopher
Creamer, sponsored by
MeadWestvaco, attending the
University of Texas at Dallas; Shreyas
Kormarlu, sponsored by S.P. Richards
Company, attending Auburn University;
Eric Smith, sponsored by
MeadWestvaco, attending either
Pennsylvania State University or
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, and Catherine

Thomas, sponsored by S.P. Richards
Company, attending the University of
Central Oklahoma.
Scholarship applicants must be either already at college or starting in the fall and be:
n Employed by a BSA member
company.
n A relative of an employee of an BSA
member company, or
n A member of a group affiliated with
the business related products and
services industry, or
n A relative of a member of a group
affiliated with the business related
products and services industry.
Awards are made on the basis of candidates' academic success, interest, special
abilities, financial need and other factors.
For more information,
contact BSA headquarters or visit
www.businesssolutionsassociation.com.

continued on page 15
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Industry News CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14
AOPD Adds New Dealer Member, Announces 2011
Annual Meeting Details
The American Office Products Distributors dealer network (AOPD) has
announced the addition of a new member dealer to the organization,
Kokomo, Indiana-based Rite Quality Office Supplies. The addition of
Rite Quality brings AOPD’s total membership to 95 dealers and affiliates with 177 locations, providing local distribution throughout the
United States, Canada, Europe and Australia.
Separately, AOPD the dates and venue for its 2011 Annual Meeting. The meeting will be held at the Arizona Biltmore in Phoenix
February 21–25, 2011.

Esselte Acquires Ampad
Office products manufacturer Esselte announced last month it has
acquired Richardson, Texas-based Ampad, in a move it described
as “a strategic addition to Esselte's branded office products business and an expansion for Esselte into the writing and envelope
product categories.”
“This is an exciting opportunity for our company, as we continue
our global expansion in office products” said Esselte CEO Gary
Brooks. “We look forward to working with the Ampad team and
our customers in order to ensure a seamless transition into one
progressive business.”

New General Manager at Safco Products
is.group Announces 2010-2011 Directors and
Officers, Moves to New Offices

Safco Products has announced
the appointment of Steve Weller as
its new general manager. In this
position, Weller will be responsible
for creating, implementing and
achieving Safco’s ongoing strategic objectives.

The is.group dealer co-op has announced new officers for the
2010-2011 year. At a board meeting last month, the following officers were elected:
n Chairman - Chris Peterson
The Warden's Office, Modesto, CA
n Vice Chairman - Kenny Sayes
Sayes Office Supply, Alexandria, LA
n Secretary - Tom Gormley
Hurst Office Interiors, Lexington, KY
n Treasurer - Harrison Hummel
Hummel's Office Plus, Herkimer, NY
Also elected last month to fill seats vacated by directors who had
fulfilled their terms were Chris Peterson, Tom Gormley, and Brian
Kerr of Kerr Office Group in Elizabethtown, Kentucky. Each was
elected to three-year terms.

Most recently VP and director of
marketing at The HON Company,
Weller previously spent almost two
decades at General Electric, where
he held positions that enabled him
to develop expertise in many
areas, including business development, sales and marketing.

Judge Denies Summary Judgment Request from
Also last month, is.group moved to a new headquarters location. The new Staples in PaperPro Patent Infringement Case
physical, mailing, and billing address is 250 E. 96th Street, Suite 510, Indianapolis, IN 46240. Telephone and fax numbers remain the same.

New Programs, Upgrades from AOS Ware
The folks at dealer technology provider AOS Ware have been busy,
to say the least, as the company made three separate announcements last month of new programs or upgrades. Specifically:
n OP Xpress, the latest addition to the OP Commander
eCommerce platform, which is designed to allow dealers to
EDI orders directly to wholesalers, perform live credit card authorization and sync directly with Quick Books.
n Launch of a new corporate web site at www.AOSWare.com,
with a new look and feel and more information about the
company’s technology solutions for independents.
n Re-launch of its Quote Commander online proposal generation tool.

A federal district court judge has ruled against Staples in a patent
infringement lawsuit filed by PaperPro against the Framingham,
Massachusetts-based big box. In the suit PaperPro alleges Staples’ One Touch staplers infringe on three of its U.S. patents.
Staples had filed a motion for summary judgment in the case, in
an attempt to have the judge decide the case without going to
trial. In her ruling, according to PaperPro, the federal judge found
“a reasonable jury could conclude that Staples’ accused staplers
infringe the…patents, and myriad factual disputes preclude granting summary judgment of non-infringement to Staples.”
A jury trial in the case is tentatively scheduled for November in
U.S. District Court for the Central District of California, PaperPro
said.

For more information, visit www.AOSWare.com.
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We’re here to help you reach your potential. United Stationers offers our resellers more than
just business products. We offer ways to help you reach the growing number of buyers who are
buying online. Thanks to a dedicated e-commerce group and tools such as rich product content,
United Smart Search and, with the recent purchase of MBS Dev, robust e-commerce solutions,
we can help you operate like leading e-tailers.
Contact your United account manager to discover the many ways United Stationers can help
you reach your customers online.

NOPAnews
NOPA Tracking Implementation of New Healthcare Act;
Encourages Members to Carefully Assess Impact of
“Grandfathering Rules” on Their Healthcare Plans
During the drawn-out debate on healthcare reform, NOPA participated actively in a small business coalition effort to influence the
course of the far-reaching legislation.
While the resulting law remains controversial, particularly given
concerns about its impact on the small group health insurance
market, the legislation is now law and is being implemented.
Over the balance of this year and beyond, multiple federal government agencies will propose and then finalize a long series of
detailed implementing regulations to enact the new law.
This process merits close attention by small businesses and
NOPA will continue to monitor and report to independent dealers
using information collected through its participation in the Coalition for Affordable Small Business Healthcare.
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) recently issued an interim final rule to implement several key provisions in the
new healthcare law, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
Of particular relevance to small businesses in the office products
industry are provisions in this interim rule that establish guidelines
for the “grandfathering” of existing healthcare insurance plans offered by employers.
In general, companies with grandfathered health plans will be less
subject to new requirements in the law, so long as they are able
to maintain their grandfathered status.
Employer-sponsored group health plans that were in effect on
March 23, 2010, when the new bill was enacted into law, are eligible for status as a “grandfathered health plan” under the Act if
they meet a number of requirements.
As long as this status is maintained, the plan is partially or fully
exempt from compliance with several major mandates under the

Act, including those that take effect for non-grandfathered plans
on or after September 23, 2010.
For small employers who purchase fully-insured health coverage
for employees (vs. those that are large enough to self-insure up
to defined limits), their health insurance providers will be the “actors” making changes to the plans.
Consequently, because health insurers will be under pressure to
conform their plans or policies to the reform provisions in Act,
small employers may have little choice but to watch the plan “they
like” lose its grandfathered status.
According to an analysis prepared by attorneys for Ogletree Deakens, Nash, Smoak & Stewart, P.C. on behalf of the Coalition for
Affordable Small Business Healthcare, the HHS interim final rule
identifies several plan changes that will cause loss of grandfather
status:
n “Significantly” cutting or reducing benefits;
n Raising co-insurance charges, and
n “Significantly” raising deductibles, co-pays or employee
contributions.
Office products dealers should note in particular that for group insured plans entering into a new policy, certificate or contract of
insurance will cause a plan to lose its grandfathered status.
New employees and their family members (whether newly hired
or enrolled) may join a given plan without triggering a loss of
grandfathered plan status.
However, changing insurance carriers will result in a loss of grandfathered status, without regard to whether a change results in the
substantive terms of coverage.
The HHS interim final rule acknowledges that some year-to-year
continued on page 18
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NOPAnews CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17
changes in plan terms, such as increases
in co-pays, are not inconsistent with continued grandfathered status.
However, it also establishes limits on such
changes and treats changes in plan terms
that exceed those limits as the adoption of
a new, non-grandfathered health plan.
Moreover, the grandfathering rules apply
separately to each benefit package made
available under a group health plan, such as
separate HMO and PPO benefit packages.
Thus, it is possible that some benefit packages will remain grandfathered, while others an employer offers could lose that
status.
There also are several significant disclosure and recordkeeping requirements with
which to contend.
For example, plan materials distributed to
a participating employee or beneficiary
family member must include statements

that the plan “believes” it is a grandfathered plan and that “your plan may not
contain certain consumer protections” as
a result of that status.
The regulations also require that to maintain status as a grandfathered plan, the
employer must maintain records documenting the terms of coverage for their
plans that were in effect on March 23,
2010, as well as any records necessary to
“verify, explain, or clarify its status” as a
grandfathered health plan.

view to ensure compliance.
Of particular interest is the final section of
the interim final rule that illustrates changes
in insurance plans that will lead to a loss of
grandfathered status in all cases. Two categories of changes will result in a loss of
grandfathered status in all cases:
n If a plan eliminates all or substantially all benefits to diagnose or treat
a particular condition, the plan will
lose its grandfathered status; and
n A plan may not increase its costsharing percentage and retain its
grandfathered status. Any increase
will cause a plan to lose its grandfathered status.

The interim final rule also requires that
such records be made available “for inspection” upon request, without specifying
by whom such a request may be made.
For unionized employers, there also are
special provisions within the interim final
rule covering the grandfathering of health
plans under collective bargaining agreements that members should carefully re-

The interim final rule does create a few
“safe harbors” for changes in the fixed
cost-sharing amounts required of participants, but these are expected to be fairly
narrow exceptions to the grandfathering
continued on page 19

I.S. Connect is Image Star’s new service offering designed to
help you integrate in ways that can reduce your costs and
improve efficiency. Now you can transmit orders to Image Star.
Contact us to get your password and set us up on your system.

Phone:
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provisions, and will be affected by future
trends in insurance rates:
The first safe harbor allows an increase in
a fixed-amount cost-sharing requirement
other than a copayment. (Copayments
have their own safe harbor—see below.)
Under this safe harbor, a plan may increase
a deductible or out-of-pocket limit provided the increase does not exceed the
applicable “maximum percentage increase,” which is linked to medical inflation
rates. If this limit is exceeded, the plan’s
grandfathered status will be lost.
The second safe harbor is for a fixedamount copayment. To satisfy the safe
harbor, any total increase in the amount of
the copayment may not exceed the greater
of: (a) $5.00, indexed to increases in medical inflation, or (b) the maximum percentage increase determined by expressing the
total increase in the copayment as a percentage.

This safe harbor contains a complex formula for employers or health insurance issuers to apply in order to determine if the
proposed increase in a copayment will
cause a plan or policy to lose its grandfathered status.
The third safe harbor is for a decrease in
the contribution rate by employers. A plan
loses its grandfathered status if an employer decreases its contribution rate
based on cost of coverage for any class of
similarly situated individuals by more than
5 percentage points below the contribution
rate for the coverage period that includes
March 23, 2010.
The last safe harbor is for changes in annual limits. A plan will lose its grandfathered status if the plan did not impose an
annual limit before March 23, 2010, and
then imposes one thereafter. (Note that all
plans must eliminate annual limits by January 1, 2014).

NOPA encourages all members to consult
with their insurance broker and insurance
carrier to determine how these provisions
may specifically impact their future decisions regarding changes in insurance coverage, employee deductibles and copayments and their employer contribution
levels.
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act is complex and far-reaching and will require the ongoing vigilance of the small
business community and individual companies throughout our industry. For further
information, contact Chris Bates at NOPA
(cbates@nopanet.org); Tel: 703/549-9040,
ext. 100).

³&RQYHQLHQFH2IILFH6XSSO\DQG,QWHULRUVKDVEHHQD
member of NOPA for many years and is now a member of
OFDA. NOPA provides a rallying point for independent
dealers throughout the United States regardless of buying
group affiliation, wholesaler affiliation or region.
123$¶VKHOSZLWKWKH6WDWHRI7H[DV5)3KDVEHHQ
LQYDOXDEOH123$¶VVWDIIKDVPDLQWDLQHGFRQVWDQW
communication with the purchasing people in Austin
allowing the independents to stay up to date. It would have
been impossible for us to be this organized without NOPA.

I AM

Karen Bogart, President
Convenience Office Supply
Austin, TX
NOPA Member Since 1998

For membership information,
call 800.542.6672
or visit www.nopanet.org
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Cover Story

“Oh, no, don’t tell
me that I’ve got to
be on Facebook and
Twitter or whatever else is
out there. I’m still trying to figure
out how to improve my web site.”
Welcome to the new world of personal communications—social networking, social media, or whatever you want to call it. It’s growing like
wildfire and your customers are using it.
It took about a decade for e-mail to become popular, while social
media has taken only a few years, and its greatest growth is yet to come.
Facebook started just six years ago yet it already has 500 million users
worldwide. Twitter is even newer, with about 70 million users. LinkedIn has
60 million users.
continued on page 24
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How can you help
erase cancer?

canswer.
David J. Williamson
Executive Vice President,
General Manager of MWV –
MeadWestvaco’s Office
Products Group

Join us in Chicago at
City of Hope’s National
Office Products Industry
2010 Spirit of Life® Award
Dinner honoring David
Williamson for his
philanthropic achievements
and his commitment to
helping City of Hope find
the answers to cancer.

Show your additional support by placing an
ad in the award dinner Tribute Journal today.
Visit cityofhope.org/nopi or contact
Monique De Vaughn at 866-905-HOPE.

Spirit of Life Gala
Thursday, September 23, 2010
The Chicago Hilton – Chicago, IL

www.cityofhope.org/nopi

COVER STORY CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22
Businesses large and small are jumping on
the bandwagon. They’re learning that social media is a lot more than advertising—
it’s a form of communication that more and
more people prefer, and not just the young.
It’s fast, direct, and in the business world,
it will let you know very quickly what customers think about you and your company,
good or bad.
It gets you closer to your customers, and
if you put some effort into it, can be your
most effective form of advertising, your
only cost being time.
Researchers at the University of Maryland’s School of Business report that social
media adoption by businesses doubled
from 12% to 24% just in the last year.
Their surveys also indicate that businesses
are using social media to identify and attract new customers, build brand awareness and stay engaged with customers.
And if you don’t think social media is appropriate for business-to-business communications in the office products space,
consider this: Staples has more than

103,000 “friends” on Facebook, Office
Depot has over 8,500 and OfficeMax has
close to 5,000.
How many independents are using social media today? There are no numbers available, but my anecdotal
reading from dozens of phone contacts over the past several months
suggest it is less than 50%. Many are
just getting started, as the experiences of the following dealers indicate.

Starting From Scratch
“The best way to get started with social
media is to get active with it personally,”
says Joel Vockrodt, Office Peeps (formerly
Office Systems), Watertown, South Dakota.
“That’s what I did. I started by inviting
everyone I knew (about 400) to join me on
Facebook and about 150 said, yes. Some
were customers, some were relatives,
some employees, many just personal
friends.”

“Then
we did the
same with
our business, and at the last count we had
274 friends, and increasing every day. Our
name change gave us something to talk
continued on page 25

Recent industry changes require alternative sources—

That’s where Gussco comes in.
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED FOR 90 YEARS, GUSSCO IS A CONSISTENT,
SUSTAINED, AND VIABLE ALTERNATIVE FOR YOUR CUSTOM FILING NEEDS.
CLASSIFICATION FOLDERS

DESIGNERPAK ®

PATENT
FOLDERS

FILE POCKETS
& WALLETS

For more information about our custom ﬁling solutions,
visit our website www.gussco.com
or call us at 800-2-GUSSCO (800-248-7726).
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Ten Tips for Social Media Success
n Assign one person to handle your social
media, preferably a good communicator.

n It’s about listening and responding to
what they’ve said, and right away.

n Allow enough time every day for that
person to stay in touch.

n Use closed captioning with sound.

n Understand the differences—Twitter for
short “sound bites,” Facebook for longer
messages, LinkedIn for more managerto-manager discussions, YouTube for
videos.
n Be informal, brief and focus on them, not
you.

about. We also explained that we are in
three different businesses—supplies, furniture and machines. We are careful to
present this as information, not hard
sell.”

n Invite customers to do testimonials, help
them with the script and use videos
when possible.

Office Peeps is known for its involvement in all sorts of local charitable activities, and Facebook and Twitter are
naturals for getting the word out. They
n Use humor, make it fun, and add fresh
sponsor
the local “Relay for Life” drive
content regularly and frequently.
and placed this notice on their Facebook
n Cross-promote, mention your web
page: “Anyone that likes our page, please
site on social media and vice versa.
let us know, and we will donate $1 to the
n Look at what other dealers are
cancer drive, for a total of up to $1,000.” Not
doing; share your
only did they hear from a large number of their
experiences.
own friends list, but also heard from friends of
friends, which helped them increase their total number
or contacts.

“Educating and informing while promoting works well,” says Joel. An
example is a posting that tells customers that the postal service charges an additional
fee if they have to hand-cancel mail and clasp envelopes require hand canceling.”
The company mentions rebates that are shown in the S.P. Richards and United catalogs, along with links,
so the customer can go directly to the site.
“We cross-promote as much as possible,” Joel explains, “and our logo goes on everything.”

need
need
green
g re e n
storage
storage
solutions?
solutions?

We’ve got you

COVERED

BIODEGRADABLE h
REUSABLE POLY ENVELOPES
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CLI-35010, Biodegradable, Gusset, Side Load
CLI-58010, Non-Biodegradable, Gusset, Side Load
CLI-58020, Non-Biodegradable, Gusset, Top Load
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Add Your Voice to the

Chorus of Hope
In honor of of this year’s Spirit of Life Award Winner for the
City of Hope, David Williamson of MeadWestvaco, Paul
Ventimiglia and Martin Clemente of Shachihata are continuing
their unique fundraising efforts to buy musical instruments to
help make life easier for the patients who come to the City of
Hope for cancer treatment each year.
David’s theme of “Sharing Hope….Uniting the Body and Soul”
reflects the important role music plays in the healing process.
It enhances relaxation, encourages positive thoughts, decreases
muscle tension and stress, while increasing the body’s production of
endorphins. It also helps reduce the anxiety, depression, anger and fatigue
associated with cancer treatment.
That’s why your support of Paul and Martin’s efforts is so important.
Thanks to your generosity, the Piano Fund, as it has come to be known, has
already provided the City of Hope with a baby grand piano and two portable
pianos, but much more still is needed.
Please see the link below for the Sheri and Les Biller Patient and Family
Resource Center where the music therapy and art therapy rooms will be
housed and join Paul and Martin in supporting this noble cause.
www.cityofhope.org/patient_care/Biller-Center/Pages/default.aspx
Any dollar amount is welcomed. Please make your checks
payable to “City of Hope in care of the Art & Music Therapy Fund” and send to the address listed below:
Shachihata, Inc.
Attn: Chris Wiederkehr,
Sr. Trade Mktg Mgr
1661 W. 240th Street
Harbor City, California 90710-1310

“There is no profit in curing the body
if in the process we destroy the soul”

COVER STORY CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25
“If you look at our web site, you’ll know
about our Facebook page, and vice versa.
What’s so great about Facebook, LinkedIn
and the others is that it’s a way for your
business personality and your own personality to come through. It’s a natural for independents, who are closer personally to
their customers than the big boys.”
Bret Wrigley of Wrigleys Office Supply, Boyerstown, Pennsylvania, also cross-promotes,
linking his web site to Facebook, Twitter, and
to dozens of information sources—wholesalers, manufacturers, community sources,
even some of their customers.
“You can’t put all the links on your web
site—it’s too many, but you can put them
on your social media , where you’re adding
and deleting items daily,” says Bret.
Wrigley’s posts customer news frequently—positive things they’re doing
such as charitable activities and so on.
“We hired an outside resource to help us,
Jennifer Schulman from Fortune Web Marketing. We had not the time or the knowhow to do it ourselves. We are quite
pleased with the results. We also hired a
college student part-time to help, and also
worked to get as many employees as possible on Facebook. As a result, several of
those individuals are the administrators of
the program.”

The Multiplier Effect
Hummel’s Office Plus, Herkimer, New York,
recently celebrated its 75th year in business.
With a large commercial operation and three
retail stores, the dealership is very well
known in central New York state, but they’ve
discovered that being on Facebook has dramatically increased the number of people
who have heard about them, even though
they’ve been at it for less than a year.
Vice president Justin Hummel explains,
“Social media is important because it allows you to reach lots of people that you will
not reach any other way, even through traditional advertising.”
“It’s also another way to tell customers
who you are—a family business, a local
business, active in the community, etc.
We’re more than just another business selling something. You’re spending your
JULY 2010

money with us and we, in
turn, are spending it with
you.”
Justin makes an important
point here: Using social
media—Facebook, Twitter,
or whatever—is perfect for
the
person-to-person,
friendly, informal communication that local independent businesses are known for.
Hummel’s also gets a multiplier effect by
mentioning Facebook on its web site and
mentioning its web site on Facebook. They
do the same by cross-promotions between
their commercial business and retail stores.
I asked Justin what they’ve learned that
will be helpful to other dealers. He responded, “Put a team together that knows
the most about the subject. We have six
people who meet regularly, mostly from our
marketing and IT departments. We avoid
controversial topics and self promotion.
We talk about local activities, helpful hints
about running an office, green topics, etc.
It’s basically friends talking to friends.
That’s the whole idea.”

Make it Exciting
“Our slogan is ‘Putting People Before
Product’, and that’s what we try to do with
social media,” states Betsy Hughes of
Friends Business Source, Findlay, Ohio.
“We also try to make it fun and exciting, to
personalize our company and the culture
that we represent.”
One way they do that is by focusing on
their people and how they produce that extraordinary service. They place pictures
with postings wherever possible and produce their own in-house videos.
“We encourage customers to produce their
own videos about something that will be
interesting to others, and then forward
them to us for our own posting, Betsy explains.
“We did an ‘Ugliest Chair’ contest recently,
which got a lot of attention, and which reminded everyone that we sell furniture as
well as supplies.

“One important lesson we’ve
learned,” Betsy explains, “is that
you’ve got to be consistent with your posting and work on it every day, otherwise the
information gets stale and your audience
dwindles.”
First Class Office Supplies in Blue Island,
Illinois, sold only school supply kits up until
a year ago. Now they’re selling office supplies, which means that their business is
more local.
“Using social media has helped us get better known here in our southern Chicago
neighborhood,” says owner Julie Bailey.
“New buyers and office managers are coming in all the time. Many are young and
Facebook and Twitter are forms of communication they’re familiar with. I look at it as
just another way to communicate with your
customers. It adds personality to your business and it doesn’t take a lot of your time.”
“I think of it as little conversations that customers want to hear. When a customer
says something that strikes me as interesting, I put it out there to share with others.”
For dealers that haven’t started, Julie says,
take the time to set it up, just get started.
“You’ll learn as you go along and you’ll be
surprised at how much interest you get
from customers.”

Planting the Seed
Angela Moffatt of D&D Office Plus, North
Versailles, Pennsylvania, likes to think that
putting your business on Facebook or other
social media is “planting the seed,” reaching out to the younger generation, letting
them know who you are and making the
continued on page 29
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Join the Legions of Hope Family.
Contribute Today.

When referring to good things, it is hard
to argue the fact that two is almost always
better than one.
Well, as the (two) Co-Chairs of City of Hope’s
Legions of Hope Committee, we have two
good reasons why now is a great time to lend
your support to this remarkable cause.

2 Easy Ways:
Make a pledge online
City of Hope’s Legions of Hope co-chairs
– Mike Parker and Michael Morris.

First, and foremost, because nearly 1.5 million new cases of cancer
will be diagnosed this year alone. The answers to cancer begin
with City of Hope. They need us. They need the Office Products
Industry. City of Hope Needs You.
Second, when you become a Legions of Hope Member
you help unleash the Power of 2. The Legions of Hope is a
modest personal giving club for
office product executives, sales
managers, manufacturers,
independent dealers and any
industry friend who wants to make
a difference. Participation is $300
and when you join now, your $300 pledge is multiplied by 2,
thanks to a dollar-for-dollar matching gift from Industry Icon and
longtime City of Hope Contributor, Irwin Helford up to $15,000.

Download pledge form for mail/fax

About Your Legions of Hope Membership:
n

n

n

n

You’ll receive a special City of Hope
Lapel Pin designating your participation
Your name will be included as a
Legions of Hope Member in a special
section of the journal at the annual
David Williamson
Spirit of Life® Award Dinner.
2010 Spirit of Life
Honoree
Your donation is tax deductible and
multiplied by 2!
Most importantly, provides you the opportunity to be a
part of a dedicated group of industry leaders whose
efforts help truly make a difference in the world we live in.

Please don’t miss this chance to Unleash the Power of 2.
Your support and generosity are most appreciated.
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Schulman on the Media
Jennifer Schulman is president of Fortune
Web Marketing and adviser to a number of
office products dealers on web site development. Here are a few of her tips for those
just getting started using social media.
n Promote your social media sites at
every opportunity—on your own web
site, all your advertising and promotional
media, on your e-mails, invoices, correspondence, etc.

case that there’s someone else in this business besides Staples and Office Depot.
“My idea is simply to create awareness for
D&D—we’re right here in your own back
yard, we deliver, we don’t just sell office supplies but also furniture and custom printing.
Whoever reads that may have nothing to do
with ordering or may not even have a job
yet, but someday they will,” Angela explains.
If you take a look at D&D’s Facebook page,
you’ll see that they talk about local events,
ask about how they compare with national
chains, ask visitors about their favorite pen
and why, along with a thought for the day.
In Bensonville, Illinois, Feller Business Solutions has found Facebook and Twitter are
not only great ways to communicate with
customers, but with other dealers, wholesalers and manufacturers.
“And it’s not just with members of our own
buying group, but dealers across the country,” reports Feller’s Wendy Pike enthusiastically. “We’ve learned a lot about
promotions, computer systems, hiring,
benefits, and on and on, as we get to know
other dealers online, many that we’ve
never met.”
Wendy is a member of “Office Products
Women in Leadership,” who communicate
primarily via Facebook, and have conducted several webinars.
“Twitter is today’s cold calling,” says
Wendy.
For dealers who haven’t started, she suggest that you start with Facebook, make
sure it’s a business page, not a personal
page, and that you link not only to customers, but to other businesses, vendors
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n Start with the three main sites—Twitter, Facebook and YouTube. More and
more firms do online videos. With
YouTube you need a video contact. Lots
of companies provide this service, including our firm, or you can do them
yourself. Ask your manufacturer reps
what they have available.
n People are going to turn you off if
you’re constantly promoting your company. Provide something that will interest
them—how to make their office ecofriendly, how to measure for the proper

and supporters.
“It’s important to have fun,” Wendy points
out. “Post videos, run contests, and post
what manufacturers are talking about and
promoting. Check out your competitors,
and, very important, update sites regularly.”
She recommends that everyone read the
book, “Twitter Marketing for Dummies,” by
Kyle Lacy.

Listening to Customers
The Phillips Group, Middletown, Pennsylvania, was an early social media adopter,
and continues to try new approaches and
learn from the experience of others.
“There’s still a lot of uncertainty as how it
can work in a business,” says Christy
Myers, director of human resources. “It’s a
very personal form of communicating. We
need to do a lot more with it, including
reaching out to employees and prospective employees, as well as to customers,”
she admits.
“There’s tremendous value in using it to get
feedback and viewpoints from customers,
to be sure you have your finger on how
your customers are feeling, as well as
being able to promote your own services
and products.”

chair height, product demonstrations
now and then, community involvement,
trade shows, etc. Contests work well.
Give prizes. Then post the winners.
n Put staff member in charge of handling
social media or outsource it. Don’t expect it to take off immediately.
n Remember this when posting: Be insightful, informative and intuitive.

the media? Who on staff should be involved in its operation? How will this affect
productivity?

Don’t Be
Late to the Party
Too many dealers are still playing catch up
with the big boxes when it comes to online
ordering and effective use of their web
sites. Don’t let it happen with social media.
The big boys are already using it, but this
time independents have a built-in advantage—their closeness to customers. That’s
what social media is all about. It’s person
to person, it’s informal and it’s not about
selling customers but communicating with
them.
Today’s web tools, such as blogs, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and the many other
social media options, are all about customer engagement. Your objective is to get
people talking about something important
to them and hopefully, also to your business.
Armed with this valuable feedback, you
can quickly make decisions about your
services, policies, procedures, pricing,
etc., which will, over time, improve customer loyalty and advocacy.

“Customers tell us they like the idea of it.
They like to give feedback. It would seem
that the key to its success is how interactive you make it.”

Speed up your learning curve by looking at
what other dealers are doing, hire the
know-how if you don’t have it, and as the
owner or manager, get personally involved.

Christy believes there are still many unanswered questions about dealers’ use of social media—how open can we be on a
day-to-day basis with employees’ use of

This medium is fast-moving and changing
at the same time.
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Don’t be late to the party.
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Enhancing the Value of
Your Dealership – Part II
By Bill Kuhn
In last month’s INDEPENDENT DEALER, I discussed methods for
valuing your dealership and determining what it could be worth
today using three of the more common methods of valuation
among office products dealers.
Maximizing value has become a much higher priority for many
dealers, particularly since the current industry recession has typically lowered earnings, with the double whammy of financial appraisers lowering their multiple on those earnings when
determining the worth of a dealership.
A dealership’s value consists of the tangible values (assets and
profitability, as measured by the balance sheet and income statement) and the intangible assets (goodwill, as one client of mine
has defined as “our crown jewels”).
How can both earnings multiples and goodwill factors be increased? How can current increased discount rates associated
with higher risk be decreased to create a better value?

1. Market Power and Customer Mix
Dealer market power is heavily influenced by volume and market
share and in terms of power, bigger is typically better.
Market power is also based upon how well established a dealer
is in the market, location and facilities, customer mix, competitive
advantage, community reputation and customer satisfaction.
I will not prepare a valuation of a dealership unless I am provided
three years of customer sales revenue lists along with specific
data on key customers such as contractual arrangements, pricing
(and gross margin stability), products and services offered—
adding and dropping products is an indicator of customer and
market awareness—and the level of customer satisfaction.
If your top ten accounts comprise more than 35% of your business, that usually increases risk and reduces value.
Market power and a diversified and balanced customer mix can
influence dealer value by as much as 25-50%.

To enhance your company’s value, you need to develop positioning strategies to improve your risk-return variables and increase
the intangible value (goodwill) of your company.

2. Personnel Strength

An approach I’ve used with some clients is to prepare an analysis
not only of what their dealerships are worth today, but also develop a projected value for 2 to 3 years from now and outline how
that value might be achieved.

Goodwill value is built upon highly qualified and talented people
in sales, support, operations and management. The rating for this
factor also includes a dealer’s success in hiring, retaining and developing key staff.

To facilitate the process of identifying potential goodwill value, our
firm has developed a goodwill checklist that, depending upon the
particular dealer, includes 10 to 20 factors.

Productivity, innovation, commitment, competency and employee
longevity have an effect upon profitability and net worth. An unstable workforce with high turnover is high risk.

A dealer rating favorably on goodwill factors can create a value
for his or her company well above the tangible values reflected in
the valuation methods discussed in last month’s column, such as
capitalization of earnings (a multiple of profits).

When I review employee turnover, I use a benchmark of 15-20%
as acceptable; 25% turnover or more is cause for alarm, regardless of what a dealer’s explanation may be.

For simplicity, I have categorized goodwill characteristics into five
basic areas.
continued on page 32
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Enhance the Value of your Dealership CONTINUED FROM PAGE 31
3. Operational Performance
Both goodwill and profitability are dependent upon an efficient and reliable operating
system and cost control.
Optimum operational performance includes sophisticated systems and technologies that encompass up-to-date
hardware and supporting software, including digital connections with suppliers and
customers.
To achieve operational excellence, only
dealers with a well-developed infrastructure will be able to provide the level of customer service necessary to retain
accounts, grow and take advantage of new
sales opportunities.

4. Relationships
The attractiveness of a dealership to insiders and outsiders is heavily influenced by
its alliances—strong working relationships
with key manufacturers, buying groups,
wholesalers, employees, customers and
the community.

Relationships represent the glue that holds
a dealership together; it’s the embodiment
of a positive corporate culture. Without a
strong culture, positive values and longterm relationships, a dealership’s goodwill
added value is reduced, with marketability
(to any potential buyer).

5. Unique Characteristics

Within a three-year period, the company
had acquisition offers that were several
times its tangible asset value.
With that said, doesn’t it make sense to include strategies to enhance your own
goodwill factor? It can make your dealership worth a great deal more than your tangible net asset value or net worth might
indicate.

If a dealer has developed highly attractive,
unique and differentiated characteristics,
the goodwill value can be exceptional. This
goes back to my earlier comment about
the company that defined goodwill as “our
crown jewels.”
That company not only talked about its
goodwill, it developed its planning and
strategy around goodwill. Enhancing those
unique characteristics and setting yearly financial targets for the company’s value—
including the portion that represented
tangible assets and the portion that represented the intangible goodwill—allowed
management to focus on what the value
could be.

Bill Kuhn, principal of
William E. Kuhn & Associates, is a noted industry
consultant, writer, and
speaker with over 35 years
of industry experience. He
consults with dealer principals and their
management teams in areas of strategic
planning, leadership and organizational development, marketing, financial management,
valuation and merger/acquisition. For more
information, contact Bill by phone 303-3228233, fax 303-331-9032, or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.

We Can Help You Reach the Summit
x

Strategic Planning and Risk/Opportunity Analysis

x

Merger/Acquisition

x

Executive Counseling

x

Succession Planning and Exit Strategy

x

Valuation and Maximizing Owner Value

William E. Kuhn & Associates
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How Can I
Get My Reps
to Consistently
Cold Call?
Part I
By Tom Buxton

Last month my colleague
Krista Moore wrote an
excellent column on how
to use the sales process
to engage and ultimately
win customers. Be sure
to read it.
How often are your reps actually creating
the sorts of opportunities to meet with customers that Krista described?
In my nearly constant travels across the
U.S. and Canada I have found very few
dealerships have a structured plan to ensure that their reps are constantly in front
of potential customers.
Every rep that is not growing has an excuse for not creating prospecting opportunities. The excuses range from being too

busy with current customers to not wanting to offend someone who has a “No Soliciting” sign on their door.
For too long owners and sales managers
have accepted these excuses, especially
from experienced reps, because they don’t
like to push people too hard and probably
don’t like to cold call themselves.

today?” (stolen shamelessly from my last
trip to a car dealer), we need to prepare
ourselves to reevaluate our entire raison
d’etre.
The culture of most dealerships will need
to change drastically in order for pricebased enticements to succeed in the longterm.

However, there seems to be a direct corollation between those sales teams that prioritize prospecting activity and the success
of the dealerships they represent.

I am not making a moral judgment on this
approach, although in the course of literally
thousands of cold calls during my career, I
have not used it on a single one.

So isn’t it about time that we create a plan
that assists our reps to find prospects and
move those prospects from the “cradle” to
a point of extreme loyalty?

The fact is that when price becomes a
major component of an initial call, it
changes the sales process and the people
involved in it.

We also need to consider the fact that
most folks who become sales reps love
people and hate rejection.

Suddenly, an initial visit that could herald a
long-term relationship turns into a contest
to prove who is better, cheaper, or faster.
The prospect is forced to judge the merits
of your company over their current supplier
in a hurried manner and your rep (unless

If our plan to grow business involves creating a first call sales pitch like, “What will
it take to get you buying our copy paper

continued on page 34
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Cold Calling? CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33
they have sociopathic tendencies) must
learn how to be rejected early and often.
Don’t get me wrong. This sort of pricebased enticement can work. However,
those dealers who go to market on the
basis of that approach also plan for constant turnover in their sales ranks and are
always in the hiring and firing mode. They
can be extremely successful growing their
sales, but it comes at a cost.
Most independent dealers in the U.S. and
Canada were founded on the premise of providing excellent service to local and regional
businesses. Their cultures have not been
based on growth at any cost, unlike the big
boxes, and obviously many have survived.
Competition has driven down profitability
and forced implementation of servicing efficiencies, but otherwise many of the original values like knowing product and going
the extra mile for customers have survived.
In my opinion, the only major change
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within the independent culture has been
the adoption of price-based enticements
as the preeminent methodology for going
to market.

ever reps have tried it. Between now and
next month consider these things.

Providing a competitive price is important,
but most independent sales reps don’t
seem to know how to differentiate themselves from the big boxes with prospects
or even their current customers.

n How has the focus on price
changed my dealership and what sort
of culture do I want for my company?

Consequently, when they cold call they
lead with price and pitch the customer
rather than listen and often become too
afraid of rejection to continue to prospect.
These same reps are terrified to raise
prices to their current customers, because
they don’t believe that they provide any
distinctive competency that the big boxes
don’t. Do you see the trap we are in?
Next month in this space, I will provide you
with an alternative cold calling methodology that enabled us to grow a dealership
15 years ago and still works today wher-
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n Do my reps focus more on finding
needs or pitching a lower price?

n Why have Office Depot and OfficeMax both announced that their new
sales strategies will include sales
reps, rather than just hunters and
farmers?
n Can my business survive if prices
go much lower?

Tom Buxton is founder and CEO
of InterBiz-Group, a consulting
firm that works with independent
office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability,
For more information, visit
www.interbizgroup.com.
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Developing an Effective Sales Compensation Plan
By Krista Moore

At a conference on compensation I once attended with other consultants from many industries, I learned the following statistic:
Fewer than four percent of sales organizations operate on a 100 percent commission
compensation plan. My first thought was,
“Gee, it must be all the office products independents in the country!”
Commission-based compensation plans are
definitely the norm for most office products
independents.
This has basically remained unchanged for a
long time, despite changes in our competition, the sales process, job designs, and the
roles and responsibilities of sales reps.
At K.Coaching, we receive many complaints
about the complacency of sales reps who
have been on the same compensation plan
for many years, despite changes to their responsibilities that offer them more opportunities for increased sales.
In the past, sales reps were responsible for
visiting their accounts on a regular schedule,
and they focused on selling product, getting
orders and being rewarded for those orders.
They may have also been responsible for entering and processing those orders and following up on them.
Today, many orders are processed online.
Sales reps do not visit customers on a regular schedule and are being paid for business
they may not even be aware that they have.
Subsequently, many reps have gotten complacent and comfortable with their standard
commission checks and feel no incentive or
desire to work any harder or differently to
earn more money or grow their territory.
Sound familiar?
At the same time, we see companies continuously changing their compensation plans,
attempting to influence different behaviors in
their sales reps and trying to get better sales
results, but failing to achieve success.
We recommend that businesses transition
their compensation plans to a fixed-base
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plus bonus (or different commission percentage payouts), tied to performance and quota
achievement.

sales and 25% of gross margin. More common, the range is six-to-seven percent of
sales and 20-22% of margin.

As you consider that, let’s first review the following K.Coaching guidelines and best practices about updating your compensation
plan.

Keep in mind, this is the blended rate based
on a variety of job designs. If you have a lot
of new sales reps, you might be paying out a
much higher percentage.

An important first step involves determining
your overall intentions and the goals behind
changing your compensation model. Consider the following:

n A compensation plan that is easy to calculate monthly within our own system. Ensuring the integrity of the system you use for
calculating compensation is vital—nothing is
more divisive than compensation inequities.

n Motivating the right sales behavior. What
sales behavior do you want to adapt or
change? Perhaps you’d like a greater focus
on new business, increased online ordering,
improved average order size or improved account management.
Your compensation model should incentivize
and offer commensurate reward for achieving
these specific behaviors and goals.
n Maintaining less than six percent of sales
in direct sale expense. In order to establish
an overall direct sale expense target goal,
you must know where you are today as a percent of sales.
My best recommendation is to spreadsheet
all of your sales reps, enter their total compensation for the last year (W-2), total revenue and total margin dollars.
Add all of the sales reps in these columns
and determine what percent you are paying
as a percent of revenue and what percent are
you paying as percent of margin.
This will show your company's baseline numbers. If you plan on changing your compensation plan, you will need to do some similar
calculations to ensure that you are not at risk
of paying more of a direct sell expense than
you are currently paying.
Based on our studies, the big-box retailers
try to maintain four percent of sales and 17
percent of gross margin.
As a benchmark, we see independents’ direct sell expense as high as eight percent of

Make sure that your backend system delivers
accurate reporting for easy and fair compensation.
n A plan that is easy to communicate and
easily understood by the sales reps. All
sales reps should clearly understand their
compensation plan and, more importantly,
what they can do to receive the greatest payout.
Having regular conversations with your reps
on this is extremely important, especially if
you are making adjustments or changing the
compensation.
n Separate plans for different job designs
and responsibilities. It is important that you
maintain different compensation plans based
on varying job designs and areas of responsibility.
Conversely, you don’t want sales reps with
the same job design on different plans, regardless of their years of service.
Of course, there are exceptions for first-year
sales reps, but eventually, equality is essential and everyone with the same responsibilities should have the same compensation
plan.
n Flexibility to add upside bonus opportunity or incentives for cross-selling or change
in company strategy and focus. There will be
times when you want your sales reps focused on different product categories or
growth areas.
continued on page 36
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Therefore, you need the ability to tweak the
current compensation plan to encourage and
motivate behavior in different directions. For
example, there may be times when you might
want to offer a higher bonus opportunity or
commission payout for a specific product
category.
n A plan that rewards high performance.
Most commission-only compensation plans
that we see are considered rewards for high
performance, because the rep is paid a percent of the gross margin generated. In other
words, the more gross margin generated the
more a rep can earn.
I don’t consider this a reward for high performance—a rep still receives the same percentage of the margin even when they don't
perform well.
At K.Coaching, we strongly encourage aligning compensation plans to quota achievement. Once you establish their quota, you
reward reps for meeting and exceeding that
quota by achieving a threshold where there
is greater opportunity and earning potential.
n Unlimited earning potential for exceeding
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expectations. Similar to rewarding high performance, sales reps should understand they
have unlimited earning potential when they
exceed expectations or quota achievement.
Limiting earnings or capping incentives is
also a cap on motivation.
n A plan that includes disincentives for
poor performance. The biggest complaint
we hear from dealers is about sales rep complacency and the way that when a rep
reaches a satisfactory dollar amount, he or
she stops prospecting and producing.
Effective compensation models should include disincentives for poor performance:
i.e., a lower payout for not meeting quota or
achieving activity levels.
n A plan that is competitive in your market
and the office products industry. There are
a number of resources for determining compensation benchmarks for your market to
help you develop a plan that is competitive,
both in your local marketplace and in the industry at large. NOPA, for example, conducts
industry studies and shares findings on a regular basis.
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n A plan that pays based on gross margin
dollar achievement. Most plans are based
on payout of gross margin achievement. Be
sure to tie this to a gross margin quota. You
may also consider a revenue quota and a GP
percent quota in which you hold your reps
accountable for achievement, yet pay out
based on gross margin dollars.
Unfortunately, there is no “one-size-fits-all”
method for determining effective compensation. However, the above guidelines for establishing your compensation goals should
get you on the right path to building a sustainable plan where everyone wins!
Krista Moore is president of K
Coaching, LLC, an executive
coaching and consulting practice that has helped literally
hundreds of independent dealers maximize their full potential through enhancing their sales strategies, sales training and
leadership development. For more information,
visit the K Coaching web site at www.kcoaching.com.
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THE LAST WORD

Do’s and Don’ts
on Hiring from
the Big Boxes
Steve Stadell, President
Global Recruiters of Lake Oswego
While hiring a new sales representative can be
one of the most common and effective methods of improving your revenue line, most dealers hire sales people with mixed results.
The industry is very ripe right now, with lots of
sales candidates looking to make a change
and most companies looking to try to grow
their way out of the recession.
Several questions come to mind…How do I
find good sales people? What type of sales
person is best for independent dealers? What
is the most effective compensation plan for hiring a rep from the big boxes? How do you increase your probability that the person you are
hiring is going to work out?
We will try to answer these questions and more
in the Do’s and Don’ts of hiring from the Big
Boxes.
FIRST THE DO’S
n Have a defined hiring process. What are
the qualities of the model candidate you are
looking for and what hoops must sales candidates jump through during the interview
process—interviews, assessment testing,
questions to be asked of candidates, etc.?
n Sell your company and the position. It is
important to sell the candidate on why they
should work for you. Make the case why you
are better than the big boxes, just like you
would with a potential customer. Paint a picture of what the future holds for the candidate relative to position and income growth.
n Have a transition compensation model
that is incentive based. You may have to
guarantee a base for a period of time, but
make sure they have commission or bonus
incentives that are based on performance.
Also, all big box reps are used to sales quotas. Make sure that they have sales goals or
projections tied to compensation.
n Explain the commission plan that they will
work under once they are on straight comJULY 2010

mission. Anticipate their concerns and address them up front. Be ready to discuss how
your current reps are doing financially. Good
reps like to hear success stories and welcome uncapped income opportunity.
n Stay away from industry retreads that
have been at multiple companies. They are
looking for their next home and guarantee. If
they have not been successful at their last 34 companies, why should you expect things
will change with your firm this time?
n Try to understand the rep’s mind set and
address their concerns. Three of the most
common areas of concern are. 1) Compensation —They are used to generous base
salaries but usually limited bonuses or commissions. 2) Company Culture—get them excited about no longer being a cog in a
corporate machine. 3) Management Style—
micromanagement is a problem for them at
big boxes. Play up the independence they
can enjoy with your firm.
Work with a third party recruiter that specializes
in sales or the office products industry. This will
give you access to the passive job searchers
that are top performers at the competition.
AND NOW THE DON’TS
n Don’t hire a rep based only on their book
of business or history with the big boxes.
This may not be a reliable indicator of what
they can do for you. Determine what business
they can write at your firm, based on their relationships and sales skills. Make sure they
have a “hunter” mentality and don’t see new
business development as a necessary evil.
n Don’t be turned off by reps who have
signed non-compete agreements. They are
concerns, but do not have to be deal breakers. Work with experts in this area—labor attorneys, etc.—and make sure you understand
the terms and limitations of these agreements.
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n Don’t hire reps who are not willing to have
some “skin in the game" in their compensation plan. Good reps want to be challenged
and understand that hiring a new salesperson
represents an investment for you that must
create a win/win for all concerned.
n Don’t jump in the game without money to
play. Take a long term approach and hire the
best person you can afford. Never hire someone because they are a good deal or cheap.
Look at a new hire like it is an acquisition of a
company. It takes time to see your investment pay-off.
n Don’t hire someone without managing
them to goals or expectations. Set the plan
and review with the rep every month how
they are doing and what you expect from
them.
n Don’t worry if you don’t have the time to
look for people in the industry that you want
to hire. You have a business to run; most HR
departments don’t focus on recruiting. Leave
it to the experts that work in your market and
can find you the “A” players that will help
your revenue soar.
Remember that people are the biggest and
most important asset in your business and this
is not an area to cut costs. The best investment you can make is in building a team to
help you run your business. You will sleep a lot
better knowing you have a team that you can
rely on and sales people that are money-motivated out selling for you!
Before becoming president of Global Recruiters
of Lake Oswego, a salesperson and executive
search firm that specializes in the office products
industry, Steve Stadell worked in the industry for
over 30 years as an owner of an independent
dealer and as a division president for Corporate
Express. For more information on Global
Recruiters and its services, contact Steve at
503-557-3800.
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